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This property is one of a group of buildings comprising Hudson
Yards, the largest-scale mixed use redevelopment project in

Manhattan. At approximately 118,000 m2 of floor area, 55 Hudson
Yards is the largest ever office building development by a
Japanese company in Manhattan. This state-of-the-art office
building is adjacent to the nearest subway station and Hudson
Boulevard Park at its main entrance. The building features
excellent vistas of the Hudson River to the west and Hudson
Boulevard Park to the east, with an expansive 360 degree terrace
at the top of the podium and additional tower and podium terraces
to make the most of the views. It offers superior environmental
performance and is expected to achieve LEED Gold certification,
a floor plate that allows an efficient layout, and a stunning exterior
that incorporates the historic cast iron architecture, which was
widely used in the Manhattan/SoHo area in the 19th century. The
total project value is approximately ¥150 billion, of which Mitsui
Fudosan’s share is 90%. Tenants are mainly financial companies
and major law firms, which represent two of Manhattan’s main
business sectors.
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Television Centre is located approximately 3.7 miles
(approximately 6 km) west of London’s West End, and forms part
of a wider regeneration area. The Mitsui Fudosan Group has
been pushing the redevelopment project forward after acquiring
the site and buildings from the UK public broadcaster the British
Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) in July 2012. Combined with the
redevelopment project at the adjacent White City Place, acquired
from the BBC in June 2015, the total site area of approximately

1,338,000 ft2 (approximately 124,000 m2) and total floor space of

approximately 4,263,000 ft2 (approximately 396,000 m2) is the
largest-ever city development in London by a Japanese company.
Television Centre is a transformation of the recording studios and
offices once used by the BBC into a mixed-use facility comprising
of offices, residential housing, a hotel, and other facilities. The
original building and many iconic features, which many will
remember as features of the BBC, have been largely retained
thereby creating new charm and value in a British heritage.
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